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You generate huge value for social media platforms, 

but have no ownership in the value you create.



Instead, you share content for free 
and try to monetize your community 

somewhere else. 

Discovery Platforms Monetization Platforms



Your content is already being 
monetized by ads on social media.

We want you to have a stake.



Introducing Mesh

the social platform where 
brands partner directly with 
communities and you get 
paid for your content.



We know advertising isn’t sexy.



But it’s the best way for you 
to generate a livable income.



Competition

Our competitors are mostly focused 
on direct monetization. 



The social giants make 10x in ad 
revenue what creators make 
from brand deals and affiliates.

$13B

Influencer marketing 
revenue 2021

Social media ad 
revenue 2021

$138B

Digital ad 
revenue 2021

$259B



Mesh gives 
creators ownership.

“Commitment” 
to creators = 

$1B or <1%
to Facebook

99%

to Mesh

to Creators

Ad Revenue Ad Revenue

40%
60%

$100B
2021 ad revenue

They don’t want to give up the 
majority of their ad revenue to pay 

you for your content.



We provide multiple revenue streams to 
accommodate every community’s needs.

Advertising Tips Subscriptions

Coming soon!

How you make money



Keep what you’re doing, change where you’re doing it

Photo
Video
Personal profile
Build community
Chat
Explore
Vet community members
Moderation tools
Monetization



Mesh is the first social platform to 
share in-feed ad revenue with creators

Creator
One person shares content 

to a community

Community size: 50,000

Posts per day: 4

Creator makes: 

$6,480

annually on Mesh*

Collective
A group of creators share 
content to a community

Community size: 50,000

Posts per day: 100

Collective makes:

$162,000

annually on Mesh*

Circle
Everyone shares content 

in a community

Community size: 50,000

Posts per day: 500

Circle makes:

$810,000

annually on Mesh*

*Estimates of creator in-feed ad revenue for an ad every 10th post calculated using an industry average CPM of $5 and 30% impression rate.



Our Story

Produced an indie documentary and world tour and connected 
with a global audience leveraging Facebook Groups. 

Consulted small businesses on biz dev and how to organically 
reach their consumers through community and events. 

Co-organized the Dog Whistle Project campus tour to educate 
college students how trolls like Milo Yiannopoulos use harmful 
rhetoric online to cause real world harm.

Built an active IRL and online community connecting creatives 
and professionals in Los Angeles. 

Why Mesh

“I want creators and communities to have 
the resources they need to thrive.”

J. Zakira // Founder



Executive who pioneered digital advertising over his 20 year 
career at Saatchi & Saatchi and RPA.

Negotiated the first upfront deal (paid in advance) with Facebook 
on behalf of a Fortune 50 company.  

Part of a Fortune 50 company to be one of the first to advertise 
on Hulu (he lead the digital strategy and investment practice at 
Saatchi & Saatchi LA.

Decided where billions of dollars have been spent in the digital 
ecosystem. Peers in the industry nicknamed him “the wallet.”

Why Mesh

“I want a social media platform that is 
safe for people AND advertisers.”

Cliff Atkinson // Founder

Our Story



Grew and managed the development team at Agile Software 
from early startup to IPO as VP of Development.

Led multiple development teams for productivity software 
applications with a focus on usability and functionality at Novell, 
Borland and NBI. 

Created and maintained all online social media for the Santa 
Cruz Symphony as Executive Director, helping to grow their 
earned revenue by 30% over 5 years.

Managed development teams of all sizes, from 3 to over 400, 
to successfully deliver products on time and on budget. 

Why Mesh

“I want ideas from diverse perspectives in
a healthy information ecosystem.” 

Dorothy O. Wise // COO

Our Story



Co-founder Check My Ads. Co-Founder 
Sleeping Giants. Brand safety and ethical 
advertising expert.

Brotherhood Crusade youth educator. Board 
member Equality California, adjunct professor 
at USC.

Director of Wellness and Community Educator 
focused on diversity and community 
awareness in South LA

Former Obama advisor, Sr Roles at the 
Pentagon, EPA, White House. Comms at Riot 
Games, Disney, Tom Steyer Campaign, R Zero.

Co-founder Check My Ads. Marketing, online 
disinfo, and platform governance expert. 

15 years in sales and media. Currently Lead 
Client Partner at Vice. Formerly TuneIn, Shazam 
and Bleacher Report.

Startup advisor. VP Americas iShares 
Business Strategy at BlackRock. Due 
diligence and financial compliance attorney. 

20 years in community building and 
management. Trust and Safety at CNN. 
Community Signal pod.

Founder Social Impact Center. Board Member 
Black and Pink, National Expungement Week. 
Latinx & LGBTQ activist. 

Advisors / Collaborators

Kevin Samy 
Policy + Comms 

Claire Atkin
Brand Safety

Nevelle Wright 
Sales

Melanie Habwe 
Strategy

Patrick O’Keefe
Trust & Safety

Felicia Carbajal 
Impact

Nandini Jammi 
Brand Safety

Dr. Diandra Bremond 
Outreach 

OT Bremond 
Outreach 



Esteban // Engineering
“I’m at Mesh because it directly 
benefits people.”

Herik // Engineering
“Mesh empowers communities and 
gives them the tools to be self 
sufficient.”

Roberto // Engineering
“The power of the social networks are 
incredible, being part of the beginning 
of a new one just feels amazing”

Full time team  
Alyssa // UX
“I enjoy working at Mesh because it's 
easy to see that actions actually 
match words and feedback is valued.”

Caldwell // Chief of Staff
“As more of our lives move online, 
Mesh is going to be a key piece of how 
we address ownership, value creation, 
and local governance in our online 
spaces.”

Gillian // Marketing
“One of Mesh’s core values is creating 
SAFE SPACES. I spent most of my life 
searching for and creating safe spaces 
as a queer black woman. Mesh is just 
a new home for me.”

Sam // Content
“I’m at mesh because I believe we’re 
building the future of how the internet 
is going to work.”



Let’s build a safe, fair and sustainable 
economy on social media—together.



Own a piece of Mesh

We’re raising 
$1 million

We want Mesh to be owned by you - 
our community.

Own it
starting at $100



Make an investment of $100 and 
join our lead investor, Insecure and 
Bigger actor Tristen Winger, in 
owning a part of Mesh.

First $250K
Discounted Valuation Cap: 

$6M

Next $750K
Valuation Cap: 

$8M

“Mesh has built a community where 
members can create and share 
content while earning money 
ethically. A digital world I hope to 
see mimicked IRL.”

wefunder.com/meshcommunities

Own a piece of Mesh

http://wefunder.com/meshcommunities
http://wefunder.com/meshcommunities


Use of funds

Build a great product Grow the app

Grow our engineering team 4x
Invest in trust and safety

Expand our marketing and sales team
Launch influencer campaign



Roadmap

1/21 6/21 9/21

Beta

300 users

Marketing 
launch

2K users

First 
revenue

10K users

1/21

$120K 
Monthly Revenue

100K users
$180K to creators

4/22

7/22

$27M 
Monthly 
Revenue

1.5M users
$40.5M to 

creators$3M 
Monthly Revenue

500K users
$4.5M to creators

With $1M, we can hire the team we 
need to keep up with demand.

launch



investors@meshcommunities.us


